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Abstract. The current middleware stacks provide varying support for the Message
Passing Interface (MPI) programming paradigm. Users face a complex and hete-
rogeneous environment where too many low level details have to be specified to
execute even the simplest parallel jobs. MPI-Start is a tool that provides an inter-
operable MPI execution framework across the different middleware implementations
to abstract the user interfaces from the underlying middleware and to allow users
to execute parallel applications in a uniform way, thus bridging the gap between
HPC and HTC. In this work we present the latest developments in MPI-Start and
how it can be integrated in the different middleware stacks available as part of EMI,
providing a unified user experience for MPI jobs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Execution of parallel applications in grid environments requires the cooperation of
several middleware tools and services. Two main phases can be identified in the
submission of such applications: the allocation of nodes where the user job will run,
and the execution of the application using those allocated nodes. The middleware
support for MPI applications is usually limited to the possibility of allocating a set
of nodes. The user still needs to deal with low level details related to the actual
execution of the jobs that make the task non trivial. Furthermore, the heterogeneity
of resources available in Grid infrastructures aggravates the complexity that users
must face to run their applications.
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The European Middleware Initiative (EMI) [8] project is the main developer
of grid middleware in Europe by supporting the development and integration of
three different middleware stacks for the the execution of jobs: ARC [5], gLite [17],
and UNICORE [6]. All of them have some support for the execution of parallel
applications. However, all of them have different approaches that prevent users
from easily moving from one stack to another.
MPI-Start [4] is also being developed in the context of the EMI project. MPI-
Start is a unique layer that hides the details of the resources and application frame-
works to the user and upper layers of the middleware. By using a modular and
pluggable architecture it manages the details of several elements for the user: from
Local Resource Management System (LRMS) to the specific syntax to start an ap-
plication for a given MPI implementation.
In this paper we describe the current support for MPI jobs in the different
EMI middleware stacks and how MPI-Start may be integrated with all of them in
order to provide a unified user experience across the different stacks. In Section 2,
a description of the middleware support for allocation of nodes is given. Section 3
describes MPI-Start and the integration with the middleware stacks. In Section 4,
we describe the monitoring probes for MPI in the EGI [7] Infrastructure. Finally,
in Section 5 we give some conclusions and an outlook of future work.
2 JOB SUBMISSION
Prior to the execution itself, the parallel application must be submitted to a grid
middleware that will create a work item on a Local Resource Management System
(LRMS). This middleware is usually referred to as Computing Element (CE). EMI
provides implementations of such CE in three different middleware stacks: ARC,
gLite and UNICORE. All of them provide some support for parallel applications
although the level of control for the job definition varies from one stack to other.
ARC provides the ARC-CE, which uses the Extended Resource Specification
Language (xRSL) language [9] for defining the jobs. In order to submit a parallel
application, the count attribute is used to specify the number of slots that must
be allocated for the application. ARC provides also the Runtime Environments
(RTE), that allow the site administrator to define an environment for the execution
of specific applications. The usual way of supporting an MPI implementation in
ARC is by defining a RTE for a specific MPI implementation. The user must then
write a script that uses a set of predefined variables to start the application. Listing
1 shows an example of a 16 processes MPI application that is submitted to an ARC-
CE using the OPENMPI-1.3 Runtime Environment, the script that the user should
provide for its execution is shown in listing 2. Note that the user builds the command
line required to start the job, therefore the user must know the specific syntax for
the MPI implementation used.
&( executab l e=”runopenmpi . sh ”)
( execu tab l e s=(”he l l o−ompi . exe ” ”runopenmpi . sh ” ) )
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( count=”16”)
( i n p u t f i l e s =(” he l l o−ompi . exe” ”runopenmpi . sh ” ) )
( stdout=”std . out ”)
( s t d e r r=”std . e r r ”)
( runtimeenvironment=”ENV/MPI/OPENMPI−1.3/GCC64”)
Listing 1. ARC parallel job description
#!/ bin / sh
$MPIRUN −np $NSLOTS ./ he l l o−ompi . exe
Listing 2. ARC parallel job script
gLite provides the CREAM [1] as Computing Element. The language used to
describe jobs in CREAM is the Job Description Language (JDL) [19]. The user has
several ways of defining a parallel job. The most basic case is using the CPUNumber
attribute, that determines the total number of slots to be allocated by the CE.
Advanced placement of the processes on the physical hosts can be also requested
with the following attributes:
SMPGranularity This value determines the number of cores any host involved in
the allocation has to dedicate to the application.
WholeNode Indicates whether whole nodes should be used exclusively or not.
NodeNumber This integer value indicates the number of nodes the user wishes to
obtain.
The CREAM does not provide any additional support for the job execution. How-
ever, MPI-Start is usually available in gLite sites to start parallel jobs. Details on
MPI-Start are given in the next Section. Listing 3 shows an example of a MPI
application with 16 processes submitted to a CREAM.
JobType = ”Normal ” ;
CPUNumber = 16 ;
Executable = ” s t a r t e r . sh”
InputSandbox = {” s t a r t e r . sh ” , ” he l l o−ompi . exe ”} ;
StdOutput = ” std . out ” ;
StdError = ” std . e r r ” ;
OutputSandbox = {” std . out ” , ” std . e r r ”} ;
Listing 3. gLite parallel job description
The starter.sh script invokes MPI-Start after setting some variables that de-
termine which application the user wants to start. An example script is shown in
Listing 4.
#!/ bin / bash
export I2G MPI APPLICATION=he l l o−ompi . exe
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export I2G MPI TYPE=openmpi
$I2G MPI START
Listing 4. gLite parallel job script
In the case of UNICORE jobs, users can describe their jobs using a JSON repre-
sentation of the Job Submission Description Language (JSDL) [2] format. Parallel
jobs are described using the Resources attribute. This is a complex attribute that
may contain the number of requested slots with the CPUs attribute, or advanced
placement of the processes with the CPUsPerNode attribute that indicates the num-
ber of cores in the host involved in the allocation, and the Nodes attribute that
indicates the total number of nodes the user wishes to use. The execution of the
applications is handled with the Execution Environments. Site administrator defines
as many Execution Environments as needed with the specific details of each kind of
job the user may execute at the site. A template based language is used to describe
these Execution Environments. Listing 5 depicts the description of an MPI job with
16 processes submitted to UNICORE. Note that there is no need to specify any user
script, the Execution Environment takes care of all the details.
{
Executable : ” . / he l l o−ompi . exe ” ,
Imports : [
{From : ”/ my f i l e s / h e l l o . mpi” , To : ” he l l o−ompi . exe ”} ,
] ,
Resources : {
CPUs: 16 ,
} ,
Execution environment : {
Name: OpenMPI ,
Arguments :
Pro ce s s e s : 16 ,
} ,
} ,
}
Listing 5. UNICORE parallel job description
3 MPI-START
As shown in the previous section, users are able to submit and execute parallel jobs
using the current middleware stacks. However, each of them provides different level
of support and abstraction that turns the migration from one implementation to
another hard for most users. MPI-Start provides an abstraction layer that simplifies
the execution of the jobs in heterogeneous systems available in grid environments.
MPI-Start takes care of the following details for the user in an automatic way:
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• Local Resource Management System (LRMS). Each system has particular ways
to manage and interact with the nodes of the cluster. MPI-Start automatically
detects and prepares the list of machines for SGE [11], PBS/Torque [3], LSF [22],
Condor [18] and Slurm [21] batch systems.
• File distribution. The execution of a parallel application requires the distribution
of binaries and input files into the different nodes involved in the execution.
Collecting the output is a similar problem. MPI-Start has a file distribution
hook that detects if a shared filesystem is available. In the case of not being
available, MPI-Start distributes binaries and input files into the execution hosts
using the most appropriate method.
• Application compilation. In order to obtain good performance and to assure
that the binaries will fit the available resources, MPI jobs may need to be com-
piled with the local MPI implementation at each site. MPI-Start checks the
compilation flags in the system and assures that users are able to compile their
applications.
• Application execution. Each parallel library or framework has different ways of
starting the application. Moreover, for a given framework there may be differ-
ences depending on the LRMS or file distribution method used in the execution
environment. In the case of MPI, the different vendors use mpirun and mpiexec
in a non-portable and non-standardized way. MPI-Start builds the command line
for common available MPI implementations such as Open MPI [10], MPICH [12]
(including MPICH-G2 [15]), MPICH2 [13], LAM-MPI [20] and PACX-MPI [16].
The latest developments of MPI-Start have introduced a new architecture for
extensions, the ability to define the way the user logical processes are mapped in the
physical resources and a complete review of the LRMS and Application Execution
support. These developments will be available as part of the EMI-1 release, due in
May 2011.
3.1 Hybrid MPI/Applications
Parallel applications using the shared memory paradigm are becoming more popular
with the advent of multi-core architectures. MPI-Start default behavior is to start
a process for each of the slots allocated for an execution. However, this is not
suitable for applications using a hybrid architecture where several threads access to
a common shared memory area in each of the nodes. In order to support more use
cases, the latest report of MPI-Start includes support for better control of how the
processes are started, allowing the following behaviors:
• Define the total number of processes to be started, independently of the number
of allocated slots.
• Start a single process per host. This is the usual use case for hybrid jobs with
MPI applications. MPI-Start prepares the environment to start as many threads
as slots available in the host.
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• Start a single process per CPU socket. In this case, a hybrid application would
start as many threads as cores are available for each CPU.
• Start a process per CPU core, independently of the number of allocated slots.
• Define the number of processes to be started in each host, independently of the
number of allocated slots at each host.
Figure 1 shows the different possible mappings for two hosts with two quad-core
CPUs. In the per core case, there would be 16 MPI processes, numbered from p0
to p15, each assigned to one CPU core. In the case of using a per socket mapping,
each host would have two different proceeses – p0 and p1 in the first host, p2 and p3
in the second host – and for each of these processes, 4 different threads (t0 to t3).
Finally, if the per node mapping is used, only one processes would be started at
each host – p0 in first host, p1 in the second one – and 8 threads would be started
for each of them, numbered from t0 to t7.
Fig. 1. MPI-Start mapping of processes: top left: per core; top right: per socket; bottom:
per node.
Additionally, two new extensions (hooks in the MPI-Start terminology) have
introduced support for OpenMP and CPU affinity. The OpenMP support defines
in the environment the most appropriate number of threads to use by the appli-
cations given the machine configuration and the mapping selected. The affinity
hook enables, if available, the processor and memory affinity features of the MPI
implementation by creating mappings similar to the ones shown in Figure 1.
3.2 Integration with ARC and UNICORE
MPI-Start was originally developed for the integration with the gLite middleware,
although the design and architecture of MPI-Start is completely independent of this
middleware. For the EMI-1 release, we have integrated the tool with the ARC and
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UNICORE middlewares by providing new Runtime Environments and Execution
Environments that can be easily configured by the site administrators.
In the case of ARC, the definition of a Runtime Environment consists in the
creation of a shell script that is invoked three times for any given execution: before
the job is submitted, before the execution of the job itself and after the job has
finished. Listing 6 shows the code for this RTE. Site administrators only need to
define any special configurations that may have their site for MPI-Start. In the given
example, by defining the variable MPI START SHARED HOME to yes, the site admin is
indicating to MPI-Start that it should not try to detect which kind of filesystem is
available and assume a shared file system will be used. Users of this site would only
need to require in their job description the mpi-start Runtime Environment and
use MPI-Start as in a gLite site.
#!/ bin / bash
pa ra l l e l env name=”mpi−s t a r t ”
case ”$1” in
0 ) # l o c a l LRMS s p e c i f i c s e t t i n g s , no ac t i on
; ;
1 ) # user environment se tup
export I2G MPI START=/usr / bin /mpi−s t a r t
export MPI START SHARED HOME=yes
; ;
2 ) # no pos t ac t i on needed
; ;
∗ ) # every th in g e l s e i s an error
return 1
; ;
e sac
Listing 6. ARC Runtime Environment
The definition of UNICORE Execution Environments is done using an XML file
where the options and their rendering are described. In order to use MPI-Start in
such way, we introduced the possibility of setting the parameters via command line
arguments instead of environment variables. Listing 7 shows partially one example
definition of an Execution Environment for MPI-Start. In the example the user can
define the MPI implementation to use, the total number of processes, additional
MPI-Start variables and enable the verbose output. A complete Execution Environ-
ment would provide additional options for controlling all the MPI-Start features.
<ExecutionEnvironment>
<Name>mpi−s t a r t</Name>
<Desc r i p t i on>Run p a r a l l e l a pp l i c a t i o n s</ Desc r i p t i on>
<ExecutableName>/ usr / bin /mpi−s t a r t</ExecutableName>
<Argument>
<Name>mpi type</Name>
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<IncarnatedValue>−t </ IncarnatedValue>
<ArgumentMetadata>
<Desc r i p t i on>MPI implementation</Desc r i p t i on>
<Type>s t r i n g</Type>
</ArgumentMetadata>
</Argument>
<Argument>
<Name>Number o f Pro ce s s e s</Name>
<IncarnatedValue>−np </ IncarnatedValue>
<ArgumentMetadata>
<Desc r i p t i on>The number o f p r o c e s s e s</Desc r i p t i on>
<Type> i n t</Type>
</ArgumentMetadata>
</Argument>
<Argument>
<Name>MPI−Sta r t Var iab l e</Name>
<IncarnatedValue>−d </ IncarnatedValue>
<ArgumentMetadata>
<Desc r i p t i on>
Def ine a MPI−Sta r t v a r i a b l e
( e . g . , ”I2G MPI START VERBOSE=1” )
</ Desc r i p t i on>
<Type>s t r i n g</Type>
</ArgumentMetadata>
</Argument>
<Argument>
<Name>Verbose</Name>
<IncarnatedValue>−v</ IncarnatedValue>
<OptionMetadata>
<Desc r i p t i on>Be verbose</Desc r i p t i on>
</OptionMetadata>
</Argument>
</ExecutionEnvironment>
Listing 7. UNICORE Execution Environment
With the integration of MPI-Start into the ARC and UNICORE approaches
for job execution, users are provided with a unified user experience. They only
need to specify the correct parameters to MPI-Start and can easily move from one
middleware to other, or from one MPI implementation to other without worrying
about the details of each of them. For example, a hybrid application that uses Open
MP and Open MPI for execution, that needs to be compiled at the site using the
MPI-Start hooks mechanism could be defined for the three middlewares as shown
in Listings 8, 9 and 10. In the example the user defines the variable MPI USE OMP
to activate the OpenMP support, it requires the execution of only one MPI process
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per host with the pnode option and includes the hook myhook.sh for compilation
before the actual execution. Note that the only differences are due to the description
language of each middleware.
(Arguments=”−t openmpi −d MPI USE OMP=1
−pnode −pre myhook . sh
myapp”)
Listing 8. ARC MPI-Start example
Arguments=”−t openmpi −d MPI USE OMP=1
−pnode −pre myhook . sh
myapp ” ;
Listing 9. gLite MPI-Start example
Arguments :
{ mpi−type : openmpi ,
pre : myhook . sh ,
Per node : 1 ,
MPI−Sta r t Var iab l e : MPI USE OMP=1,
} ,
Listing 10. UNICORE MPI-Start example
4 INFRASTRUCTURE MONITORING
The execution of parallel application does not only require the middleware support
for such jobs, it also needs a correct configuration of the infrastructure where the
jobs are actually run. Grid infrastructures are mainly used for the execution of
collections of sequential jobs [14], hence the support for parallel applications was
not a priority. However, the infrastructure is composed of clusters where execution
of parallel applications is possible. In order to assure the correct execution of these
applications and, therefore, attract more users to the infrastructure, monitoring
probes that check the proper support for such jobs has been introduced.
The monitoring probes are executed at all the sites that announce the support
for MPI-Start and they consist in the following steps:
1. Assure that MPI-Start is actually available.
2. Check of the information published by the site. This first step inspects the
announced MPI flavors supports and selects the probes that will be run in the
next steps.
3. For each of the supported MPI flavors, submit a job to the site requesting
2 processes that is compiled from source using the MPI-Start hooks. The probe
checks that the number of processes used by the application was really the
requested number.
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Although the probes request a low number of slots (2), the existence of such
probes allows, both to infrastructure operators and users, to easily detect problems.
These probes are flagged as critical, thus any failure may cause the site to be sus-
pended from the infrastructure. The introduction of these probes over the last year
has improved the quality of the MPI support significantly thanks to the commitment
of the site administrators to ensure no failures in the tests.
5 CONCLUSIONS
The execution of parallel applications in grid environments is a challenging problem
that requires the cooperation of several middleware tools and services. The support
from middleware is constantly improving and the three computing middleware stacks
of EMI provide ways to execute MPI jobs. However, the support varies from one
implementation to other and users still need to care about too many details. With
the use of MPI-Start, users do not need to worry about all the low level aspects of
starting MPI applications in a heterogeneous infrastructure such as the grid. The
latest developments in MPI-Start have introduced better control of job execution
and the integration with ARC, gLite and UNICORE. Users are totally abstracted
by using the unique interface of MPI-Start and can easily migrate their application
from one middleware provider to another.
The EGI Infrastructure is committed to the support of parallel applications and
provides monitoring probes that allow early detection of any problems that may arise
at the sites. The capability of executing MPI jobs and having a single interface for
all kind of resources and MPI implementations creates an attractive infrastructure
for users from different scientific communities with specific computational needs.
The usage of parallel applications will arise with the availability of multiple core
machines, the latest developments of MPI-Start provide a better control for the
location and number of processes and will continue to improve those features in
future releases. The use of advanced topologies, FPGAs, GPGPUs, and massively
multi-node jobs will be investigated for use on high-end resource types.
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